Precision in calculated rho, T1 and T2 images as a function of data analysis method.
In NMR imaging rho, T1 and T2 images are usually calculated from a set of partial saturation, saturation recovery or inversion recovery experiments with multiple echoes and multiple repetition times. Several methods can be envisaged to extract parameter images from such a set of source images. These methods to a greater or lesser extent take advantage of the fact that a multiple echo/multiple repetition time experiment provides a set of largely independent T1 and T2 measurements. In this study several data analysis methods, including weighted and non-weighted averaging of results of independent T1 and T2 measurements, weighted and non-weighted averaging of source images prior to data reduction and simultaneous three-parameter fitting, were compared against another in terms of precision, computational efficiency and robustness. The predicted performance of the examined methods was verified by stochastic simulation experiments.